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Proper Citation

WSDbfetch (SOAP) (RRID:SCR_004593)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/services/dbfetch

Proper Citation: WSDbfetch (SOAP) (RRID:SCR_004593)

Description: WSDbfetch is a webservice implementation of Dbfetch, a generic DB retrieval system that allows you to retrieve entries from various up-to-date biological databases using entry identifiers or accession numbers. It aims to provide programmatic access for sequence retrieval. This involves a service running on a SOAP server responding to remote client invocations. This is equivalent to the CGI based dbfetch service and like the CGI service a request can return a maximum of 200 entries.

Synonyms: WSDbfetch

Resource Type: web service, software resource, data access protocol

Keywords: wsdl, service api, soap, gold standard

Resource Name: WSDbfetch (SOAP)

Resource ID: SCR_004593

Alternate IDs: nlx_58252

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for WSDbfetch (SOAP).

No alerts have been found for WSDbfetch (SOAP).
Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 1 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.